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SUPERVISION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS USED IN
THE MANAGEMENT OF FACILITIES
Constantin PRISTAVU1
Rezumat. Securitatea este singurul concept care poate îndeplini cerințele de siguranță și
stabilitate necesare bunei funcționări a sistemelor în condițiile actuale. Ca proces
emergent, securitatea are ca obiectiv principal stabilitatea sistemelor. Practic, noțiunea
de securitate poate fi asociată cu ideea de „fără pericol”, chiar dacă pericolul în sine
există, dar nu poate acționa împotriva sistemului protejat, iar noțiunea opusă de
insecuritate poate fi asociată cu ideea de „prezență”. În aceste condiții, fără îndeplinirea
tuturor condițiilor de siguranță, poate acționa asupra sistemului, punandu-i in pericol
securitatea.
Abstract. Security is the only concept that can meet the requirements of security and
stability necessary for the proper functioning of systems in the current conditions. As an
emerging process, security has as its main objective the stability of systems. Basically, the
notion of security can be associated with the idea of "no danger", even if the danger itself
exists, but it cannot act against the protected system, and the opposite notion of insecurity
can be associated with the idea of "presence". Under these conditions, it can act on the
system, endangering its security.
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1. Introduction
Here It is becoming increasingly clear that in our century security is becoming the
pillar on which economic development and, indirectly, the well-being of the
population is based. The range in which the issue of human safety needs to be
addressed requires new approaches, new concepts and tools for both decisionmaking and action. If during the Cold War security was the main concern of the
army, today it has become a consumer product that generates its own market, with
specific procedures and quality standards.
According to the study, security services are traditionally requested by companies
or private institutions that require security services. On the other hand, appealing
to these types of companies is a consequence of public distrust of the authorities,
especially the police and the judiciary, coupled with the general feeling that, in the
event of events, the system can be manipulated if you know how to invest funds.
resources and have adequate connections. In such an environment, the use of
deterrents (security agents) is often perceived as a more effective way of
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